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"Happy Christmas" from Polly and Hugh Harrison and Family
DS reader supplies scans of an attractive unrecorded dummy stamp produced by a member of the Harrison family

What better item to get you into the Christmas spirit
than a 1957 Christmas card from a member of the
Harrison family depicting his home, Horsenden?

The lovely 300 year old Manor still exists and is the
residence of British jazz funk and acid jazz singer
from the band Jamiroquai (real name Jay Kay).

(Above) The dummy stamp depicting
Horsenden Manor.
(Below) A photo taken from a similar
camera angle without bridge.

Hugh F G Harrison was part of
the dynasty that held on to the
British stamp printing contract for
so long. He is shown below at a
1950 H&S Board meeting. *

© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

De La Rue Gravure Fine-Line Trial, 2000
An interesting sheet of various designs tested the capabilities of the Jumelle press

In 2000, De La Rue Security Print undertook a gravure trial designed to test the capabilities of the Jumelle
press when it came to printing fine-line text and imagery. A B2-sized sheet was created comprising dummy
stamps, micro-text, photographs, colour bars and the like. In fact, virtually all potential print requirements
were tested on the one large PVA-Dextrin gummed sheet.
Reproduced on the following two pages are all of the dummy stamp designs, a couple of the photographs
(but not those depicting children, as this was considered by your compiler to be inappropriate in today's
world) and some of the text variants. The full sheet is not shown, as scanning such a large item proved too
hard, but the individual portions give an indication of the content of the whole sheet, which was badly
folded resulting in some creasing through items.
Note that the vertical pair of the car design (below right) had been cut-from the sheet and perforated, so
imperforate examples probably do not exist. Imagery is not shown to the same scale. *
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Cartor Attendance at Philanippon 2011 Show
Attractive sheet given to visitors in quite limited numbers

The sheet depicted here had two Cartor Security Printing dummy stamps as
part of a peel and stick sheet. A second sheet with a William Morris theme
also exists but has yet to be acquired. Both sheets are rarely encountered in
the Western world.
Note the
extensive use
of hot-foil
blocking in
silver to add
richness to
designs. *

Progress of the Penny Black

Training School at Fritham

Attractive 1949 Christmas card design seen

Stamp Agency taught staff how to separate stamps

A 'B Honan' produced a Christmas card in 1949 that
incorporated the engraving of the Penny Black
design. The wording states: '1949 [scroll] 1950 / Sir
Rowland Hill may have watched the progress of the
Penny Black'.

In 1984 at the Philatelic School in Fritham, staff
working for Philatelists [1980] Ltd were trained in
the technique of tearing stamps from counter sheets
using a pair of St Lucia stamp designs defaced with
a large black cross. At the time of use, the stamps

The (poor) scan above is all that has been seen, but it
is an attractive item and an appropriate one for the
Christmas timing of this issue of DS. Note how the
completed Penny Black design has been suitably
amended to read 'MERRY / CHRISTMAS' in lieu of
POSTAGE / ONE PENNY'. Sold: US$120. *

were not due to be unissued designs, but for some
reason they never saw the light of day on St Lucia.
Part of the (in)famous Leaders of the World, most
collectors were against the long series due to lots
being for tiny islands. Your compiler loved many
artworks, while realising their philatelic status. *
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The Paralympic Games Sheets
GB Paralympians given GMW stamps, just like the Olympians

The Paralympic Games would not appear to have required
testing in advance of launching the scheme. The Olympics
testing will have covered that aspect, so it is unlikely that
any 'real' printed dummy stamps will have been created,
especially as such a late decision was made to issue Gold
Medal Winners stamps for British Paralympians. Instead,
Royal Mail supplied the media with mock-ups in electronic
form worded "Who will be Next?" using the arrow template.
This design was embargoed until 29 August 2012.

Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson with mock-up of stamp.

The FDC mock-up did not incorporate a photograph
within the arrows template, but a greyed-out area.

A new dummy design has recently been discovered that was for internal use only within a Post Office "Branch Instructions"
publication. The quality of the image within the booklet was poor, but it included the athlete Anthony Joshua in an action shot.

Special thanks to a regular Dummy Stamps reader who kindly provided scans of the Anthony Joshua dummy
miniature sheet and the Post Office booklet.
The ParalympicsGB series of Gold Medal Winners stamps appears to have been met with almost universal
acclaim, which is a tribute to the large team behind the project at Royal Mail and its print partners. *
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The Prince Consort Essay in Blue
Perhaps the most expensive dummy stamp ever sold

Swiss auctioneer David Feldman auctioned a lovely
dummy stamp back in September. The lot read:
"THE UNIQUE EXAMPLE IN PRIVATE HANDS
OF THE PERFORATED 'PRINCE CONSORT'•
ESSAY IN BLUE. 1850 Essay in finished form of
the head of the Prince Consort in blue and
perforated 16, large part original gum, very fine
(SG Specialised DP71 3a).
"The unique example in private hands, grossly
under catalogued and a superb addition to both line
engraved and surface printed exhibition collections.
There are only two other finished perforated
examples in blue, one in the British Postal Museum
& Archive and one in the Royal Collection.
Expertise: Certified BPA (2005).

"Note: These essays were produced as evidence that
Henry Archer could produce perforated and
gummed stamps more cost effectively than Perkins,
Bacon, who were contracted with the Government
to print stamps at the time."

"1923, 1st King Fouad Portrait issue
(Arabic) RARE 5m Red-Brown Coil
Vending Machine Experiment in a vertical
strip of 6, Overprinted "CANCELLED" in
black, fresh and fine, Unmounted with
original gum. Hard to find in large
multiples. (Nile Post D95o.). Est. €220."

The single above has either been separated
from the roll by the vending machine, or
by a stamp affixing machine. Note the
four holes made by gripper pins that
should fall in the perforation holes to help
advance the coil. They should not
puncture the stamps.
The photo below shows two pins from a
British Type F SVM puncturing stamps.

With an estimate: €20,000 - €30,000, the bidding
was up to an astonishing €50,000 a week before the
end of the auction. It previously sold for £38,080 in
2005 through Apex Auctions. *

Egyptian with UK Connection
Not 100% 'dummy', but interesting use of issued stamps

The first items (top of next column) comprise a coil
produced by Harrison for Egypt's experimental
stamp vending machines. The horizontal pair is not
capable of being vended and was probably torn
from the master uncut sheet.
The second item (bottom right) is odd in that the lot
description implies that the overprint was made by
De La Rue on a Harrison printing. Perhaps DLR
had been eying-up H&S for longer than we knew!
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"1914 Egypt. 50m
block of four of the
Pictorial set overprinted with De La
Rue hand-stamped
'HARRISON'S /
SPECIMEN'. Rare to
find and even more
rare in multiples.
Similar to all issues
of these specimens,
it is in relatively
poor gum condition.
(Nile Post D60
Specimen)."
The item bore a €750
starting price. *
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Concorde Presentation Pack from Allied Graphic Arts
New presentation pack reported by a reader

This presentation pack may appear familiar to some readers, but look again. It is not the well-known version
from Harrison & Sons and BA but instead is from Allied Graphic Arts, using the Harrison template and
revised wording. This is a rare item printed by Harrison and previously unseen by your compiler. *

Light & Coley Celebrated Christmas 1995 with a Philatelic Souvenir
A novel approach to marking Christmas instead of sending greetings cards

International design consultants Light & Coley chose to issue a sheet of mock stamps for Christmas 1995.
The labels were intended for use as seals on envelope flaps, although the back of each sheet corner bore a
double-sided adhesive tab for affixing to a wall if so desired. See previous page for the sheet, which was
clearly well thought out, although what printer produced the item is unrecorded. Print quality is excellent,
but it is line perforated, probably implying use of a non-stamp printer. L&C ceased trading in 2001. *
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Olympics Roundup
A post-event update on the dummy stamp designs

Mark Cavendish
It is understood that the Mark Cavendish sheet
depicted in DS26 probably only exists as a
computer file supplied to journalists and that it did
not progress to print. Copies are therefore unlikely
to ever be available to collectors.
Cyclist - Full Design
This can now be recorded with two distinct printings,
although neither is understood to be in the hands of
collectors, unless you know differently... but first
April Testing Undertaken It is now known that an internal end-to-end test was
undertaken at some Post Office branches back in the
month of April.

Close-up of
marginal text
from print run
one.

Print run two Sheet Code: GMW01
Date of Win on Stamps: None
Issue Date on Selvedge: 2 August 2012
Printer Location: Blank space

A letter dated 14 June to participating Post Office
branches tantalisingly stated: "We did a test on 19
April , which really helped with our planning, thank
you to those involved in that."
This probably means that a sheet would have been
produced by all six printers and distributed to those
involved. Your compiler has not seen any dummy
sheets with an April date on the margin, so look out
for them.
Print run one -

Close-up of
marginal text
from print run
two.

Location of the Printers East of England - Attleborough, Norfolk. West of
England - Swindon, Wiltshire. London - London.
Midlands - Solihull, West Midlands. Scotland Edinburgh. North of England - Preston, Lancashire.
Three further printers were on standby in the event
of difficulties at any of the above locations, or the
need for greater stocks at short notice. They are
understood not to have been utilised by Royal Mail.

Sheet Code: GMW0A
Date of Win on Stamps: None
Date of Printing on Selvedge: 3 May 2012
Printer Location: London
It is unknown if this printing was ever distributed to
Post Office branches, or whether it was purely an
internal printer test.

One of the issued
Olympics stamps
from Royal Mail
that depicts Sir
Chris Hoy,
Britain's best
ever Olympian
with six gold
medals to his
name, beating Sir
Steve Redgrave's
tally of five.

One of the Welcome
to the Olympics
stamps from Royal
Mail that depicts part
of the cyclist dummy
stamp image.
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Cyclist - Image Portion Only (arrow +black text)
The cyclist depicted is Wendy Houvenaghel of
Northern Ireland, a member of Team GB. Wendy
was not in the final team chosen to take-part in the
Games and caused controversy when she was
especially vocal about her exclusion.
Her comments to the media included the following:

Cyclists - Gold Postboxes Launch Reveals Yet
Another Dummy Stamp Version!
Royal Mail painted pillar boxes gold for every GB
Olympian and Paralympian that won a gold medal.
When the scheme was launched to the press, a box at
Westminster, close to the Abbey, was chosen.
The photo opportunity included a large dummy
stamp with different wording to that used on the
trial production runs recorded on previous page.
Royal Mail's Olympic Director, Mark Thompson.

"I feel particularly aggrieved that the head coach made the decision to put in a
rider who wasn't 100% well on the start line twice. Thankfully the girls did go
on to win their race but perhaps had I been allowed to do my job that world
record could have been faster. I do feel I have been deliberately omitted from
that opportunity that was mine and the opportunity to bring home a gold
medal to Northern Ireland. The last gold we had was 40 years ago with Dame
Mary Peters. It's a very shocking and upsetting decision."

It is understood that these printings are on different
types of card stock, which would not have mattered.

The dummy design incorporating Wendy was a part
of the end-to-end testing of the production and
distribution process. The gold coloured outer
envelopes included an adhesive label with the name
of the Post Office Branch and its address, plus the
delivery route number and the quantity of dummy
sheets enclosed and sheet code GMW-E1.
Upon opening the package, a quantity of A4 sheets
would be found with a despatch note clearly stating
IMPORTANT:
TEST ONLY

PLEASE DESTROY THE SHEETS
The destruction request was ignored at some offices,
as around 40 sheets have been seen on offer
through eBay with selling prices between £10 and
£65 per sheet. Increasingly either a single MS or
even single stamps are being sold. However, despite
several not initially selling, it is clear that these
sheets will never be plentiful.
"Athlete Name / Olympic Sport / Olympic Discipline" wording instead
of "Team GB Athlete / Olympic Sport" wording used on the trial
sheets, promo items and the original blow-up imagery (below).

Sally Gunnell MBE at stamp launch in April.

Now for the interesting part! Only sheets with a
Swindon printer location were ever seen for sale
initially and it was assumed that only this version
existed. Not so. Scans of the Attleborough, London
and Preston sheets have recently been seen and it is
clear that Solihull and Edinburgh must also exist.
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Point of Sale Material Featuring the Dummy
Cycling Velodrome Stamp
A vinyl cling-on window or door sticker was
produced for promotion in post offices, together
with a floor-standing display.
As photographing inside a Post Office branch
presents a security risk and potential arrest, only
low-resolution images taken from the Internet are
shown below.

Waterlow's King George VI
Dummy Stamps
A highly priced - sorry, prized - lot offered recently

The latest Chartwell Collection sale from Spink
Auctioneers (Volume 8, Lot 43, 12 September 2012
at their London salerooms) had an interesting
selection of the Waterlow King George VI dummy
stamps.
These were the so-called "Australian essay stamps"
that were nothing to do with Australia and
fortunately Spink did not fall into the trap of calling
them by the wrong name.
There were eight blocks of four, a strip of three and
a single, plus some photographic essays of
unadopted designs on offer at a staggering £3,000£3,500 estimate.

A4/A3 Vinyl cling-on sticker (left) and floor standing board (right).

So, an interesting range of dummy stamps and allied
material that is most fitting for such a successful
Games that had the motto "Inspire a Generation"
...of philatelists, maybe? Let's hope so.

Consulting the prices realised for this sale, your
compiler was surprised to see that the lot had sold
for a healthy £2,100, probably plus commission
charges. *

Special thanks to a regular Dummy Stamps reader
who kindly provided scans of the cyclist dummy A4
sheets from London and Preston, together with
information on the delivery process. *

Harrison & Sons Dandy Roll
Device reading "Harrison & Sons, London" in script text

A unique H&S dandy roll was used not only on
some issued stamps but also on dummy stamps,
such as the so-called poached eggs. The image
below appeared in the Philatelic Bulletin and is the
only time that your compiler has seen such an image.
Does any reader possess a better photo, please? *

Three-quarter face and full-face versions were offered in the lot.
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FTPO Coil was Reverse Rolled

Harrison Booklet Pane of Six

Unusually wound roll of poached eggs found

Poorly cut pane found on eBay

Traditionally, rolls of British postage stamps and,
indeed the equivalent dummy stamps*, have been
rolled with the stamps facing outwards.

Your compiler has previously seen a horizontal pair
of this design with left-hand margin and had always
suspected that it was probably from a larger pane.

For an unknown reason, the roll shown above (and
recently sold on eBay, from where the image
comes), was reverse rolled with gum side visible.
Unfortunately, the vendor had thrown away the
leader and its wax seal, so any identifying wording
that may have explained this oddity has been lost.
Once stamps are torn into strips or singles, there is,
of course, no way of distinguishing them from
normally rolled versions. That said, the end of the
roll is complete with its brown paper. Sold: US$69.

UPDATE:
* As can be the case, the moment you've finished typing, something
comes along to contradict your statement! Another eBay lot found
later that same day comprised a part roll of the original green
poached egg and, yes you've guessed it, the item is reverse rolled!
Maybe this method of rolling was more common- place than had
been assumed? If any reader can comment, then please write. *

Stamp panes with poorly guillotined edges are
clearly nothing new! After spirited bidding, this
item sold for £92.50 at a recent online auction. *

Harrison at Stampex 1957
Proof that cards were printed at stamp show found

A card was issued by Harrison & Sons Ltd with a
photogravure dummy stamp of a sailing ship on a
scarlet background and with simulated perforations.
It was issued to
mark attendance at
Stampex and it had
been assumed that
it had been printed
at High Wycombe.
No, it was printed
on their stand, as
scan of the H&S
entry in the show
catalogue (below)
reveals. Now if
only a reader has a
photo of the stand
in their files.... *
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Greetings Stamps from Royal Mail
The issued stamps whether in books or packs invariably included
tear-off labels for use with the appropriate stamp

In 1994, Royal Mail issued
a book on the subject of its
greetings stamps range.
(Cover image above)
Few copies seem to have
been bought, despite the
insertion of a unique pane
of dummy greetings labels.
A copy of this book with
its insert sheet sold for £50
recently via a well-known
British dealer. *

Harrison Brunel Polymer Dummy Banknote
Printing banknotes using a polymer (plastic) substrate was trialled by H&S, one of the few printers worldwide to do so

Polymer notes were pioneered in Australia and are
popular where used. When H&S got into banknote
printing, they produced a polymer dummy note. The
eBay scan (top right) makes mention of RBA
(Reserve Bank of Australia) in the uncut top margin.
Note that there is either a clear window at bottom
right of the face of the note (bottom left when
viewed from the reverse side) or it has a black
printed shape on it (as superimposed on scan above).
Very few trial notes were produced, apparently. *
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Industrial Archaeology Engraving by Harrison and Sons Undertaken
for the Penrose Annual
RSA Contest launches new designer into the marketplace

^ 1972 Penrose Annual cover.
< Life-size scan of sheet
reverse stating that it has
"no postal or philatelic
value". An example was
recently offered for £50.

Design Director of the period. Mr Rose stated:
"Mr George's splendid presentation and fresh
approach to the set test were very highly
commended. He had submitted an original
portrayal of the subject and his treatment was
highly appropriate to the kind of contemporary
drawings of the period that he was illustrating."

Enlargement of the superbly engraved sheetlet.

Royal Mail has for decades been proud sponsors of
the annual Royal Society of Arts bursary for stamp
design. In 1970 the first ever bursary of £200 was
offered for a design for a set of stamps depicting the
interesting theme of Industrial Archaeology.
Michael George of Kingston Polytechnic produced
the above design, which, although not used for an
issued postage stamp, was 'tipped-in' (i.e. stuck by
its top edge) to copies of the 1972 Penrose Graphic
Arts Annual. Note: As copies may not exist that
were not mounted in the book, all examples seen
have a small to large degree of damage at top,
depending on the care taken when removing copies.

The other judges were Sir Paul Reilly, David
Gentleman, J R Baxter and R F York (the Work's
Director at Harrison & Sons).
So, an impressive start to Mr George's career, but
what became of him? Unfortunately no information
has been found, but it is hoped that his talent was
utilised to good effect, as he deserved to make a
success of his undoubted skills. *

PostExpo 2012: Isle of Man
Sample Kiosk Label
Demonstration labels given away at industry show

One of the judges of the bursary competition was
no less a person than Stuart Rose, the Post Office's

It is suspected that the artwork lettering was undertaken using
Letraset (rub-down transfer lettering popular at the time)
because each letter is far from straight, as the superimposed
red line helps to demonstrate.
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*

1956/7 Hulton Boys and Girls
Exhibition: Harrison and Stanley
Gibbons Dummy Stamps
Has any reader seen imperforate examples of this label design?

John Holman refers to these gummed reddish violet labels
produced in two designs se-tenant in sheets of 72 (perf 14 x
14½) at p.126 of his Stanley Gibbons Guide to Stamp
Collecting (London & Ringwood: SG Publications Ltd.,
1989): "In 1957 Harrison & Sons Ltd. demonstrated
perforating on the Gibbons stand at the Boys and Girls
Exhibition at Earl’s Court. Sheets of labels were perforated
and given to visitors; they were produced in mauve and the
SG label depicts the Cape of Good Hope triangular and the
Simplified Catalogue, while the Harrison label shows a
photogravure cylinder being retouched."
This suggests a possibility that there may still be remainders
in the imperforate state, although none appear to be recorded,
or can you report such an item?
The highly skilled hand
technique of retouching
the cylinder changed little
until EME computerised
engraving of cylinders
was introduced.
The image at right is from
circa 1982 and shows the
Machin definitive being
given the same treatment
as the earlier Wilding
on dummy at left. *

ATM and Hang-Sell Stamps Planned by UK
Any doubts are quashed by inclusion in Royal Mail Stamp Books Design Guide

The December 1995 Stamp Book Design Guide
made space for not just ATM sheets, but also
the 'Hook and Hang' (or Hang-Sell) formats.
It may be recalled from earlier issues of DS that
Enschedé produced dummy stamp books (really
sheets, but referred to as books by Royal Mail
and many collectors) in both formats and
submitted them to Royal Mail around that time
as samples of what could be achieved by them.
A contract for both types was not forthcoming
and it is assumed that these formats are not in
any later editions of the RM guidelines. *
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Walsall Self-Adhesive Dummy Stamp Booklet
Produced around the time of the launch of International Security Printers

This dummy stamp booklet utilised the new 2004 logo for Walsall, namely the 'eye' image. Individual labels
had been seen used on outgoing WSP mail, but their source had been unknown until now. Printing was by a
sheet-fed lithographic press prior to removal of this production process to Cartor, who now print the many
shorter runs needed by its worldwide customers. (WSP still print web-fed litho stamps, just not sheet-fed.)
A darkened scan that better reveals the nature of the die-cutting of the dummy
booklet, which used the less secure method of wavy-lines for separation.
<
Die-cut mock perforations are used on Royal Mail booklets as they offer a far
higher level of product security.

< Invitation to
the launch
of ISP on
the River
Seine, Paris
on 1st July
2004.
<< (far left)
"Passport"
handstamp
used on a
WSP stamp.

^ Cartor
handstamp.
< Courvoisier
Handstamp.
Guests were
given a passport
in which to
choose and affix
issued stamps.
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Questa Christmas Cards
Some cards have a dummy stamp attraction

The House of Questa Christmas cards were often of
a general nature and were always printed by the
company. Clive Abbott was often the designer, who
seemed to favour monks as a recurring theme, no
doubt due to his surname!

Card two is a 1985
card and it again
depicts the monks
theme.

Four cards are of possible interest to readers of DS.
The first has not been seen and is therefore just a
black and white scan of what can only be assumed
to be six actual dummy stamps, but there is a
possibility that they were printed onto the card and
simply given mock-perforations.

The dummy stamp
is merely printed
onto the card, as
is the mock
cancellation, so is
of less interest.

The other two cards incorporate a Royal Mail
stamp booklet theme, a contract that Questa
was heavily involved in. They are undated.

The self-adhesive labels and greetings page of card three.
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Outside back cover of card four.

Card has mock dummy stamp book
cover mounted on page three,
signed by directors/staff at HoQ.
There was no 'stamp' pane.

Inside spread of card four, with dummy stamp booklet affixed by its back cover. The booklet cover matches that of the Christmas card.

Special thanks to two DS readers for making their Questa items available for scanning and sharing. *

Translation of Chinese
Words on dummy stamps now known
Thanks to the kindness of two Forum users, it
can be revealed that the yellow panel tells of
how the Chinese people are the self-proclaimed
descendents of the dragon and then basically
says that Chinese artists have drawn inspiration
from the dragon for thousands of years.
The red panel reads "Ji Xiang Ru Yi", one of
many Chinese phrases which essentially reads
'Good luck and (everything) you want'.
One of the respondents states that calligraphy
was considered one of the essential accomplishments of a scholar-gentleman in the old days.
Many scholars would collect choice specimens,
and many non-Chinese speakers to this day
appreciate it simply as abstract art. *
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Waterlow Savings Gravure Sample

A Secret no More...

National Savings stamps found on sheet

Printer names revealed

Waterlow was a pioneer in Britain in the use of
photogravure for stamps, albeit savings stamps
initially.

As this issue of Dummy Stamps was about to be
published, Royal Mail released details of the six
printers responsible for the Gold Medal Winners
series of Olympic and Paralympic Games stamps in
the summer, including, of course, the dummy sheets.

Recently, a page from within a hard-bound book of
samples was found with the early National Savings
stamps included in a block of six and overprinted
SPECIMEN. The asking price was in excess of
US$1,000.
At top left of the page is the phrase "WATERLOW'S SPECIAL GRAVURE PROCESS." *

East of England
Breckland Print Services Ltd (Colchester Print Group),
Attleborough, Norfolk.
London
Aquatint bsc, Wimbledon, London.
Midlands
Crescent Press Ltd, Solihull, West Midlands.
North of England
B&D Print Services Ltd, Leyland, Lancashire.
Scotland
Allander Print Ltd, Edinburgh.
West of England
Acorn Press Swindon Ltd, Swindon, Wiltshire. *

"What are the Weird Squares for?"
Queries from readers make a response desirable

The odd design below with many black and white
squares is known as a QR (Quick Response) Code.
If you aim a device such as a smart phone at the
code it will take you to straight to the
www.stampprinters.info website without typing out
the URL. *

...and finally

Waterlow & Sons 2013 Calendar
An item that is useful for an entire year!

The next page comprises a 2013 calendar mockedup from a Waterlow & Sons example from 1949.
The original had a separate page for each month that
you tore off as each month commenced, rather than
a year to view as here. You may wish to print it off
for the stamp den, ideally on period cream paper. *

I always welcome details of new
dummy finds from printers past and
present, and so invite you to write
via my Guest Book at
stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS
can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the
hobby mean that I cannot guarantee that I can
rigidly stick to a publishing programme and
therefore suggest that you visit
stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and
previous issues of Dummy Stamps will be available
to download and print-off. Thank you. Glenn *
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